Snowman Soup
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Was told you’ve been so good this year
Always glad to hear it!
With freezing weather drawing near
You’ll need to warm the spirit.
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So here’s a little Snowman Soup….
Complete with all the fixings
Add hot water, stir with a cane—
The flavor’s in the mixing!
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Then as you sip and enjoy your treat
Take time to treat your hands and feet
You deserve it because it’s clear
You’ve been really good this year.
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1 package hot chocolate mix
3 Hershey Kisses
10 or so mini marshmallows
1 candy cane
(put items in a colored plastic wrap, tied up in a pretty bow.)
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The poem is on attached recipe card. Print it out on card stock.
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The “Package”:

The “Package”:

Get a pretty Holiday or Winter mug and tuck some shred in the
bottom. Add the “Soup Mix” and tuck in a tube of Energizing
Foot & Leg Treatment or hand cream. Punch a hole in a corner
of the attached “recipe” card and tie to the handle of the mug.
You can put it in cellophane and tie up with a pretty bow, if you
want. (I found cute snowman mugs at the dollar store and
snowman marshmallows at Walmart).
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